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Special Report

Alternative legal service providers’ rapid push into 
the market is challenging long-dominant traditional 
law firm models. Experts advise that firms keep pace 
with the competition by reassessing current service 
areas, as well as future partnership models, to provide 
lower-cost, higher-volume work.

“Alternative legal providers have been most disrup-
tive to Big Law,” said James M. McCauley, ethics 
counsel with the Virginia State Bar, who cites recent 
industry data that ALSPs, across the U.S., U.K., and 
Canada, generated revenue of nearly $11 billion in 
one year alone. Legal process outsourcers claimed 
the majority of the work, in areas such as litigation 
support and document review.

“The impact is that work traditionally performed by 
newer associates in law firms has been outsourced 
to these ALSPs,” McCauley said. Law firm revenue, 
by contrast, has remained flat for several years, he 
noted, despite the economic rebound since the 
Great Recession. 

Further eroding Big Law’s market share, U.S.  
corporate legal departments are slowly shifting 
funds from traditional law firms toward alternative 
providers, according to Bloomberg Law.

“We [anticipate] ALSPs are going to continue to take 
up some of the work that is going to law firms,” said 
Lauren Chung, managing director for HBR Consult-
ing, speaking with Bloomberg Law.

As competition from “new law” grows, three major 
firms recently established practice areas focused on 
legal process outsourcing work. High-profile hires 
have followed, including the first global director of 
legal operations by Baker McKenzie. Yet skepticism 
remains as to whether Big Law can provide ALSP-re-
lated services under the same roof with traditional 
legal offerings.
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“As a legal buyer, I would take a long, hard look at 
what’s behind those claims,” said Mark Cohen, a law 
firm business consultant.

“There is a big difference between operating as a 
traditional law firm and delivering legal expertise 
[versus] the ability to efficiently, and scalably, deliver 
business-of-law activities. That’s really two different 
businesses,” he said.

So far, the numbers back this skepticism. In 2017, the 
few firms competing with ALSPs generated roughly 
$300 million in revenue, as reported by Bloomberg 
Law in analyzing industry data. By contrast, alterna-
tive providers, spanning legal process outsourcing, 
managed services, and contract management tasks, 
raked in more than $9 billion. 

This imbalance exists as new legal entrants gain 
access. Recently, a State Bar of California task force 
proposed allowing non-lawyer investment in law 
firms and technology companies offering limited 
legal services. The proposed rules could set a wider 
precedent, experts say.

“The driver of which states will pick up the drumbeat 
that California is setting will be determined, in part, by 
whether the state bars are voluntary or compulsory,” 
Cohen said. “Where voluntary, those states tend to 
pander to the interests of their dues-paying members.” 

Meanwhile, many firms still struggle to keep pace with 
growing client demand for new pricing structures. 
While many firm websites tout alternative fee arrange-
ments, for example, roughly three-quarters of them say 
their billing models have not evolved with increased 
technology uses, according to Bloomberg Law. 

Law firms risk falling further behind as ALSPs are 
able to exploit a strong base of technology.

“They’ve already disrupted and changed the document 
review [and] e-discovery space ... what else will follow?” 
said Aric Press, former editor-in-chief of The American 
Lawyer and current partner at PP&C Consulting. 
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Industry analysts increasingly see ALSPs moving into 
areas that require a higher level of analysis. 

“There is a growing recognition that ALSPs can 
combine data analytics and legal expertise in 
other ways” than discovery, said Cassandra Burke 
Robertson, law professor at Case Western Reserve 
University. “One of the most important is in providing 
economic and risk-modeling services for litigation.” 

Law firms’ inability to take outside capital limits the 
investment dynamic needed to underpin these 
offerings, industry analysts say. ALSPs, by contrast, 

“can make investments in technology, and can scale 
in ways that law firms are sometimes challenged to 
do,” said Cohen, the consultant. 

In this environment, Big Law stands at a crossroads. 

“My best guess is that law firms will move to own 
that space, usually in tandem with their own or 
independent technology companies,” Press said. 

“In sum, there is room for both traditional and new 
providers of law firm services.”

In assessing options, however, industry analysts 
remain divided as to whether law firms can be all 
things to all clients. 

Analysts differ on whether law 

firms can be all things to all clients.

“Most firms that continue to have practices from ‘A’ to 
‘Z’ should ask, ‘Is my future really in offering all these 
different things, or might I collaborate with other firms 
and providers, who have deeper and better capability 
in certain areas?’” Cohen said. He advises law firms 
to instead emphasize specific expertise in areas 
such as cybersecurity, mergers and acquisitions, and 
intellectual property, and assess ALSPs as potential 
collaborators.

Due diligence, however, should be a priority in 
considering any partnership. “First and foremost, 
be sure to obtain your client’s written consent to 
outsource legal work to a third party,” McCauley said. 

“Second, make sure the company and its employees 
will keep client information confidential, and have 
them sign agreements promising to do so.”

Law firms should also run conflict checks on ALSPs 
working for other firms. There should be a clear 
understanding of the allocation of work, McCauley 
noted, as well as checkpoints for monitoring, 
reviewing, and supervising deliverables. Without 
these measures, “you may be aiding and assisting the 
unauthorized practice of law,” he said.

In the short term, in partnering with ALSPs, law firms 
may “cede revenue,” Cohen said. “But in the longer 
term, it will allow them to focus on what they’re good 
at, and to drive a better overall result for the client.” 

“Collaboration is key. It [should not] be an ‘either-them-
or-us’ mentality — it can be both.”

Lisa Singh is a writer specializing in business and 

technology matters.

Firms That Have Launched  
Alternative Providers

Alternative Providers

• Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner

• Greenberg Traurig

• Eversheds Sutherland


